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week1-10 test 250mg wk week1-10 Deca-Durabolin - nandrolone decanoate - 400mg wk week1-4
Dianabol - methandrostenolone - 25-30mg ED week8-14 Winstrol - stanozolol 50mg EOD i'm interested
in starting a cycle similar to this and i've done quite a bit or research but i can't seem to run across any
prices for a cycle similar to this. does anybody have a guess for about how much the street price. If you
use Dbol with Winny, you are not going to get any cutting results. Dianabol can be stacked with other
bulking steroids like Deca Durabolin, Sustanon (testosterone), Trenbolone etc. Winstrol, on the other
hand, can be used with Anavar etc. for faster cutting results. Winstrol Cycle. Winstrol or Stanozolol is
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essentially a cutting steroid.

As you may already know, there are several versions of testosterone with different esters attached to
them. In this particular cycle (test/deca/dbol), it is most logical to use a long estered testosterone such as
cypionate, enanthate, or the sustanon 250 blend (which is mostly made up of long esters). The reason for
this is that we already have a kick-starting oral compound (dbol), and deca.

8 or 9 weeks is way to short for test e and deca .. Those esters are long and 8 or 9 weeks won't do them
justice.. Should be 12 weeks .. If you want to run a 8 week cycle of test and deca then use short esters ,
test prop,NPP. 10-11-2013, 02:33 AM #3. sources tell me

https://caswell.instructure.com/courses/18443/pages/clenbuterol-gel-preco-clen-hcl-db-pharma


Week 1-12: test e 500mg/wk Week 2-5: dbol oral 50mg/day Week 9-12: winstrol oral 50mg/day I've got
a trip to Cabo in 13 weeks, so I want to have finished my cycle by then. I've seen some threads saying
do winstrol weeks 11-14, but I don't have time for that, so will I be okay doing it on weeks 9-12?
It went as follows: wk 1-12 test-e 500mg. wk 1-5 dbol 30mg ed. wk 10-14 Winstrol (winny) 50mg. wk
3-12 hcg 500iu ew. nolva pct. so yea extend Winstrol (winny) to 5 weeks, right up until pct. i like this
cycle better because u stopped test at week 12 and continued with the Winstrol (winny) Spyder run it the
way he has it and the hcg too.

Test Deca Dbol Cycle -
Dosage, Benefits, and Side Effects. Since it is all about Test, Deca, Dbol Cycle, three of the best bulking
steroids, let me begin by suggesting and even recommending a stack that has taken the market by storm



in 2021.. The brand that I am talking about is Crazy Bulk and is doing exceptionally well with its stack
that consists of these steroids in combination with. I have never tried a NO TEST cycle before but i am
intrigued on results on a classical cycle: Deca+Dbol Atm at home have some vials of DecaMix
(100NPP+200Deca), i weight 103kg at 8% bf, therapeutic dose of Deca should be 300mg ew. I would
start at 600mg Deca stacked with 50 D bol and 50 Winstrol, that way will be a complete therapy (test +
19nor+ dht).

Week 1 - 5 - Dbol 30mg/day -
Test E 300mg/twice a week. week 6 - 8 - Test E 300mg/twice a week. Week 9 - 14 - Test E 300mg/twice
a week - Winstrol 50mg/day. Adex - 1mg EOD. PCT: Clomid - 150/100/100/50 (worked exceptionally
well on my first cycle) ------. I dont have any acess to hcg at the moment. does my cycle look good or
should i make some. click here
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